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Digested by Dr. Tarek Kandil, MD. Consultant, students 
Hospital, Cairo University 

Introduction 

This newsletter is intended to provide information that is useful to the student and specialist 

in the field of rhinology and allergic disorders. 

The selected recent material represents important fundamental knowledge, current trends 

or recent developments in this field. 

We hope that this newsletter will help the reader have a greater understanding of rhinology and 

allergic disorders. 

 

1. Choanal Atresia and Other Neonatal Nasal Anomalies. 

Rajan R1, Tunkel DE2. 

Abstract 

Congenital nasal deformities can cause nasal obstruction with early respiratory distress. 

Choanal atresia is characterized by no communication between the nasal cavity and nasopharynx. 

Pyriform aperture stenosis involves more anterior nasal obstruction with limited intranasal space. 

Nasal masses such as encephaloceles, gliomas, and dermoids are thought to be related through a 

skull base defect in utero. Imaging with computed tomography and MRI are helpful in 

distinguishing lesions and identifying intracranial communication. Nasolacrimal duct cysts can get 

infected and cause obstruction. Nasal septal deviation can be corrected at bedside if detected early. 

Evaluation and treatment are discussed with all these entities 

Clin Perinatol. 2018 Dec;45(4):751-767. 
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2. Septal fractures predict poor outcomes after closed nasal 

reduction: Retrospective review and survey. 

Arnold MA1, Yanik SC1, Suryadevara AC1. 

Abstract 

OBJECTIVES/HYPOTHESIS:  

To determine outcomes of patients with displaced nasal bone fractures after closed nasal 

reduction (CNR). 

STUDY DESIGN:  

Retrospective patient review. 

METHODS:  

Review of all patients presenting to the emergency department of a tertiary-care, level 1 

trauma hospital with a nasal bone fracture over a 2-year period, followed by telephone survey after 

CNR. 

RESULTS:  

Six hundred seven patients presented to the emergency department in 2015 and 2016 with 

a diagnosis of nasal bone fracture. Of these, 134 patients met inclusion criteria and underwent 

CNR without septal reduction. Those with sports-related injuries and those with a septal fracture 

identified on computed tomography imaging were significantly more likely to undergo CNR. 

Ninety-one patients completed the post-CNR telephone survey. Over 90% of patients were 

satisfied with the procedure. However, patients with septal fractures reported worse outcomes, as 

53.6% versus 24.1% (P = .0025) disagreed that CNR improved nasal breathing. Of all patients, 11 

(2%) eventually underwent septorhinoplasty, with the presence of septal fracture on imaging a 

significant risk factor. 

CONCLUSIONS:  

Nasal bone fractures are a common injury, often managed initially with CNR. Patients with 

septal fractures should be counseled on the high risk of posttraumatic nasal deformity and 

obstruction despite CNR. In addition, addressing a septal fracture found on imaging may be 

warranted with either closed septal reduction or early aggressive management given the poorer 

outcomes seen in the present study. Although these patients are more likely to have definitive 
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treatment, many forego later intervention despite persistent symptoms, emphasizing the need for 

early intervention or close follow-up 

Laryngoscope. 2018 Dec 28. 

 

3. Intractable epistaxis: which arteries are responsible? An 

angiographic study. 

de Bonnecaze G1,2, Gallois Y3, Chaynes P4,5, Bonneville F6, Dupret-Bories A7, Chantalat E4, Serrano 

E3. 

Abstract 

PURPOSE:  

Epistaxis constitutes a significant proportion of the Otolaryngologist's emergency 

workload. Optimal management differs in relation to the anatomic origin of the bleeding. The 

outcome of our study was to determine which artery(ies) could be considered as the cause of severe 

bleeding in the context of severe epistaxis. 

METHODS:  

Fifty-five procedures of embolization preceded by angiography were reviewed. Medical 

records of interventionally treated patients were analysed for demographics, medical history, risk 

factors and clinical data. Angiographic findings were also assessed for active contrast 

extravasation (blush), vascular abnormality and embolised artery. 

RESULTS:  

Previous angiography showed an active contrast extravasation in only 20 procedures. The 

most common bleeding source was the sphenopalatine artery (SPA) followed by anterior 

ethmoïdal artery (AEA) and facial artery. Majority of multiple or bilateral extravasations occured 

in patients with systemic factors. 

CONCLUSIONS:  

A better understanding of the potential bleeding source might help and limit the risk of 

treatment failures. Our study confirms that the SPA is the most common cause of severe bleeding. 

We also emphasise the role of the AEA not only in traumatic context. Others arteries are rarely 

involved except in patients with comorbidities or frequent recurrences 
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Surg Radiol Anat. 2017 Nov;39(11):1203-1207. 

 

4. Posterior Inferior Turbinate Hypertrophy (PITH). 

McCoul ED1,2,3, Todd CA3, Riley CA3. 

Abstract 

Hypertrophy of the soft tissue of the posterior inferior turbinate (PITH) may be observed during 

nasal endoscopy, although the clinical significance is not understood. We report a cross-sectional 

study of consecutive new patients undergoing baseline nasal endoscopy in a tertiary rhinology 

clinic. Subjects completed 22-Item Sinonasal Outcome Test (SNOT-22) and Nasal Obstruction 

Symptom Evaluation (NOSE) questionnaires. Of 391 subjects screened, PITH was present in 62 

(15.9%), with a female predominance. The prevalence of allergic rhinitis and chronic 

rhinosinusitis was comparable between PITH and non-PITH groups. Nonpurulent exudate 

flowing from the posterior inferior turbinate into the nasopharynx was more prevalent in 

association with PITH (83.9% vs 14.3%, P < .001). Mean SNOT-22 scores and NOSE scores 

were not significantly different between PITH and non-PITH groups. This preliminary study 

suggests that PITH is a common physical finding with unclear etiology and should be the subject 

of further investigation. 

Otolaryngol Head Neck Surg. 2018 Oct 9:194599818805006 

5. Biomarkers in Chronic Rhinosinusitis with Nasal Polyps. 

Workman AD1, Kohanski MA1, Cohen NA2. 

Abstract 

Chronic rhinosinusitis is a complex disease that exists along the inflammatory spectrum between 

types 1 and 2 inflammation. The classic phenotypic differentiation of chronic rhinosinusitis 

based on the presence or absence of inflammatory polyps remains one of the best differentiators 

of response to therapy. Development of biologics for the treatment of atopic disease and asthma 

and topical therapies for sinusitis have placed renewed emphasis on understanding the 

pathophysiology of polyp disease. Identification of key markers of polyposis will allow for better 

stratification of inflammatory polyp disease endotypes to objectively identify medical therapies 

and track response to treatment 

Immunol Allergy Clin North Am. 2018 Nov;38(4):679-692. 
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6. KAAACI Evidence-Based Clinical Practice Guidelines for 

Chronic Cough in Adults and Children in Korea. 

Song DJ#1, Song WJ#2, Kwon JW3, Kim GW4, Kim MA5, Kim MY6, Kim MH7, Kim SH8, Kim SH9, Kim 

SH10, Kim ST11, Kim SH12, Kim JK13, Kim JH14, Kim HJ15, Kim HB16, Park KH17, Yoon JK18, Lee 

BJ19, Lee SE20, Lee YM21, Lee YJ22, Lim KH23, Jeon YH24, Jo EJ25, Jee YK26, Jin HJ27, Choi SH28, 

Hur GY29, Cho SH30, Kim SH31, Lim DH32. 

Abstract 

Chronic cough is common in the community and causes significant morbidity. Several 

factors may underlie this problem, but comorbid conditions located at sensory nerve endings that 

regulate the cough reflex, including rhinitis, rhinosinusitis, asthma, eosinophilic bronchitis, and 

gastroesophageal reflux disease, are considered important. However, chronic cough is frequently 

non-specific and accompanied by not easily identifiable causes during the initial evaluation. 

Therefore, there are unmet needs for developing empirical treatment and practical diagnostic 

approaches that can be applied in primary clinics. Meanwhile, in referral clinics, a considerable 

proportion of adult patients with chronic cough are unexplained or refractory to conventional 

treatment. The present clinical practice guidelines aim to address major clinical questions 

regarding empirical treatment, practical diagnostic tools for non-specific chronic cough, and 

available therapeutic options for chronic wet cough in children and unexplained chronic cough in 

adults in Korea 

Allergy Asthma Immunol Res. 2018 Nov;10(6):591-613. 

7. Nasal septal abscess: a 10-year retrospective study. 

Cheng LH1, Wu PC2, Shih CP1, Wang HW1,3, Chen HC1, Lin YY1, Chu YH1, Lee JC4. 

Abstract 

OBJECTIVE:  

Nasal septal abscess is an uncommon condition but it can cause potentially life-threatening 

intracranial complications and cosmetic nasal deformity. 

METHODS:  

We analyzed ten years of cases to determine the optimal diagnostic and therapeutic 

modalities. A retrospective review of case notes from Tri-Service General Hospital archives was 

performed. Records of six patients diagnosed with nasal septal abscess, who were treated from 

September 2007 to August 2017 were retrospectively reviewed. Patients' clinical symptoms, 
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etiology, diagnostic methods, bacteriology, antibiotic and surgical treatment were recorded and 

analyzed. 

RESULTS:  

Out of six patients diagnosed with nasal septal abscess, three were male and three were 

female. Ages ranged from 19 to 75 years (mean 51 years). The most common symptoms at 

presentation were nasal pain and nasal obstruction. Typical etiologies were trauma or acute 

sinusitis, but uncontrolled diabetes mellitus was also an important etiology. In the series of six 

patients, four of them had positive findings of abscess and in drainage, had the following bacterial 

cultures: Staphylococcus aureus (two cases), methicillin-resistant S. aureus (one case), and 

Klebsiella pneumoniae (one case). In addition to antibiotic treatment, all patients underwent 

surgical drainage and had complete resolution of disease without intracranial complications during 

at least 1 year of follow-up. However, two out of the six patients developed saddle nose deformity. 

CONCLUSIONS:  

This study highlights that: 1. In view of the rapidly increasing number of diabetes mellitus 

cases, uncontrolled diabetes mellitus is an important etiology of nasal septal abscess. 2. Although 

S. aureus is the most common pathogen, we must pay attention to methicillin-resistant S. aureus 

(MRSA) to prevent severe complications and patients who are at increased risk for MRSA 

colonization should be administrated antibiotics against MRSA initially. 3. Nasal septal abscess 

should be managed with parenteral broad spectrum antibiotics, appropriate drainage and 

immediate reconstruction of the destructed septal cartilage with autologous cartilage graft, to 

prevent serious intracranial complications and cosmetic nasal deformity 

Eur Arch Otorhinolaryngol. 2018 Nov 30. 
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8. Origin site-based staging system of sinonasal inverted 

papilloma for application to endoscopic sinus surgery. 

Meng Y1, Fang G2, Wang X1, Song X1, Wang K1, Lou H1, She W3, Qin L4, Lv M5, Zhang T6, Yuan T7, 

Tao Y7, Meng X6, Zhang L1,3,8, Wang C1. 

Abstract 

BACKGROUND:  

We aimed to assess the recurrence risk of sinonasal inverted papillomas (SNIPs), based on 

a staging system developed according to the originating site of SNIP. 

METHODS:  

A total of 200 patients with SNIP were enrolled, and a staging system was developed based 

on the originating sites and corresponding recurrence rates of tumor in the patients. In the 

verification phase, 675 patients with SNIPs were enrolled as above, and the originating sites of the 

SNIPs were confirmed by an endoscopic sinus surgery. Cluster analysis was performed to 

determine the stage for each SNIP. 

RESULTS:  

Overall, 608 patients completed the study. SNIP recurrence rates for stages 1-4 were 0 

(n = 43), 4.0% (n = 420), 13.4% (n = 134), 36.4% (n = 11), respectively (total = 6.4%). 

CONCLUSIONS:  

The origin site-based classification of SNIP may aid surgeons in selecting appropriate 

endoscopic surgical approaches to minimize the risk of recurrence. 

Head Neck. 2018 Dec 15 
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9. Tumors of the paranasal sinus invading the orbit. 
Herzog M1. 

Abstract 

Invasion of the orbit by tumors of the paranasal sinus represents an advanced state of 

disease. Prognosis has hardly improved in recent decades, despite multimodal therapeutic 

approaches. Complete resection of the tumor still remains the most promising therapy. Orbital 

exenteration implies a dramatic event for the patient's psyche and quality of life. If the eye that 

would have to be exenterated is the only one remaining with sufficient vision, exenteration should 

be abandoned in consensus with the patient. Aesthetic improvements following exenteration can 

be achieved by surgical and prosthetic techniques. The method of prosthesis fixation needs to be 

determined with respect to the patients' individual expectations and manual abilities. The main 

aspects of functional rehabilitation are good local cleanability and sufficient nasal breathing 

without encrusted mucus, which can be achieved by restoring the natural laminar airflow. Tumors 

of the paranasal sinus with orbital invasion represent a diagnostic and therapeutic challenge. The 

information regarding prognosis, therapeutic approaches, post-therapeutic quality of life, and 

rehabilitation options should be thoroughly discussed by patients and therapists prior to treatment. 

HNO. 2018 Oct;66(10):730-742. 

10. Olfactory perception in children. 
Cameron EL1. 

Abstract 

The ability to smell is important for protection from danger and quality of life, even in 

children. Although smell loss is rare in children, it can be indicative of some childhood disorders 

and may be useful for understanding some disorders. This paper reviews the methods and results 

of behavioral testing olfaction in children, with an emphasis on odor identification, the most 

common method of assessing the sense of smell in both children and adults. The Pediatric Smell 

Wheel® is described as a relatively new and powerful tool for testing olfaction in children as 

young as 4 years of age. An example of its use in testing children with a childhood disorders 

(autism spectrum disorder, ASD) is provided in addition to a review of the literature on smell 

function in ASD. It is possible to reliably test sense of smell in children as young as 4 years old 

and many studies have shown that performance improves with age and can be impacted by 

childhood disorders. Sex differences in children are briefly discussed. Finally, the paper suggests 

other methods of testing olfaction in children, such as odor discrimination, that depend less on 

cognitive factors, which may enhance our understanding of the olfactory capabilities of young 

children. 

World J Otorhinolaryngol Head Neck Surg. 2018 Mar 21;4(1):57-66. 
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